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Abstract
Aner completion of the Storage and Treatment Buiiding for High-level Radioactive Waste (Dutch acronym:
HABOG) at the GOVRA site in Barsele, The Netherlands, in the year 2003, the stock of high-active nuclear waste at
ECN iNRG will have to be made ready for transport to, and storage in this new building. To this purpose a Waste
Treatment Facility will have to be buiit in the Hot Celi Laboratories at NRG.
TO minimise the amount of waste and to guarantee the stability to the future the waste wili have to be
conditioned in a number of steps. After opening of the present waste drums a manual selection of high-active and
intermediate-active waste wiil have to be performed remotely. To this purpose the Waste Treatment Facility wiil be
equipped with a gamma camera, a cutting device, and other additional taots. The intermediate-level waste wili be
transported as usual.
In the past PVC containing materiais were also disposed of in the same high-level environment. Due to the
high gamma field of in particuiai "CO this PVC has disintegrated into a tar-like product and chlorine gas. In due course
and in reaction with water this provides an aggressive chemical environment unsuited tor iong term intermediate
storage. Therefore a dedicated facility will be developed and integrated into the new Waste Treatment Facility to
Separate this PVC contamination from the high-active waste.
TO avoid any contamination at the HABOG-facility, the exterior of the waste storage canisters must fulfil severe
decontamination criteria. This inhibits the loading of the waste canister into the active part of the Waste Treatment
Facility. in stead only the interior will come in contact with the active environment by means of an opening and an
appropriate seal. Before the waste canister is loaded into the transport container it will be checked for external
contamination and the dose rate, the nuciide inventory, and the weight wiil have to be measured.
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In the design of the Waste Treatment Facility several boundary conditions have been considered
The interference of the intended activities with the ongoing activities should be minimal.
This demand led to the conclusion that the activities could not be performed in the existing
hot cells.
The waste treatment unit should be situated inside the existing Hot Cell Laboratories. Other
locations than the HCL were considered, however, none of these could satisty the requirements for
handling high-level waste. Apart from that. the building of a new nuclear facility outside of the Hot Ceil
Laboratories would be very difficult from a licensing point of view.
The waste canister should fulfil COVRA specifications, regarding maximum dose, surface
contamination (0.4 Bq-cm2 for alpha emitters and 4.0 €3q.cm2 for beta and gamma emitters), weight.
dimensions and above all an integrity guaranty for at least 100 years.
The transported waste canider should meet to the rules and regulations for the handling of waste
at COVRA - HABOG. The maximum height a waste canister is lifted inside the HABOG facility is
approximately 9 metres. The canister to contain the waste should withstand a fall from this height.

3. Characterisation of the waste
In 1999 a campaign was started to inspect the status of the waste drums and to determine the
nuclide inventory of the intermediate and high-level active waste. To this purpose a special device (VINISH
or Visual Inspection and Nuclide Identification System for High-level radioactive waste) was developed
which enabled us to visually inspect the outside of the waste drums for corrosion and administrative code
numbers and to measure gamma ray energies at high specific activity up to 10 TBq (%o). In the last two
years aii of the waste drums have been measured and the resultS have been incorporated into a
computerised management system called PLUG2000. This computer system contains all the necessary
information on the waste drums varying from storage location, the physical description of the content to the
nuciide specific gamma activity.
In total 1576 waste drums have been listed, the main nuclides being 6 n ~and
o 13'cs. In agreement
with COVRA no further characterisation of the nuclide content is required provided that it does not exceed
Y, of tne tolal contenl Toe lola aclwly s 5 5 10" Bq 'CO and 1.9 10" Bq ' CS. Ihe mean .ve gnl of tnr
t s s l e drums conrenl !S approx male) 27 <g lW! pnys ca conlenl of me Haste o r ~ l n sculls st rna n.) of
remnants rema nlnq allcr !he o~smnr!tng of rraonlion cxpcr !Items performen in !he m gh FILXReactor
tools, equipment. cleaning rags and in some cases poly phenyl chloride (PVC), vermiculite and sodium
metal. The latter three materials are considered potentially problematic and have to be pre-treated first
before further disposal.
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Vermiculite is a clay-like substance used as an absorbent for liquids. Unfortunately the absorbed
liquid is not retained permanently. If the liquid is liberated this may have unwanted side effects on the
stabilibf of the waste. Fortunately drying of vermiculite waste is straightforward, though time consuming.
Sodium metal also imposes unwanted effects on the chemical stability of waste. Likewise for vermiculite
methods are available for stabilisation though, again. time consuming.
A similar approach will not be possible with PVC-containing high-level waste. PVC-containingwaste
is considered a problem as it inhibits a straighffolward long-term disposal of the current waste stock. In the
past. PVC-containing items were stored In waste drums together with gamma active materials, or stored in
the WSF in the direct neighbourhood of gamma active waste. If PVC is exposed to a gamma radiation field
for a sufficiently long period of time, the PVC starts to degrade, thereby releasing chlorine gas. This
chlorine gas in turn will react with water vapour to form hydrochloric acid, which is very aggressive towards
unprotected steel. As a result some of our waste drums are subjected to visible corrosion.
It is obvious that PVC-containing waste cannot be considered for direct storage in the HABOGfacility. In a separate project closely related to the development of the Waste Treatment Facility a study is

started to identify potentialiy suitable methods to neutralise the corrosive behaviour of PVC. This may vary
from the development of a method to separate PVC from the rest of the waste to the development of a
waste canister that is inert to the chemical behaviour of chlorine. Since the development of such a suitable
method is time consuming the phasing of the waste optimisation project is divided into two active periods
(Table 1). The first period, starting directly after the hot commissioning of the HABOG-facility, will be
dedicated to non-PVC containing waste, the second active period starling in January 2007, will be
committed to the treatment of PVC-containing waste entirely. in between these two periods the waste
treatment unit will be transformed to be able to fulfil this new task. By separating these periods time has
become available to perform the necessary research on how to treat the PVC-containingWaste.

4. Design

4.1.1. Functional design

in order to design the Waste Treatment Facility first the functionality of the unit will have to be
established firmly. A rough lay out of the functionality is show in Figure 1. On the left hand side of the figure
the results of the waste characterisation have been given schematically. On the right hand side, the
functionality of the waste treatment unit is indicated, the identified waste streams, and possible alternatives
for, for instance. transport to COVRA.
The functional demands for the Waste Treatment Facility are:

+

As already mentioned the majority of the waste consists of remnants originating from
irradiation experiments performed in the High Flux Reactor at the Petten site. After dismantling
several parts remain, depending on their position in the HFR and the materials used, activated
to a higher or lesser extent. Primarily based upon experience, hot cell operators roughly
differentiate between the several types of radioactive waste. However, due to the fact that no
specific toois are available the separation of intermediate-levei and high-level waste can be
further optimised and consequently the stream of high-level radioactive waste can be
minimised. Tools considered here are an in-cell gamma camera combined with video vision
and in-cell dose rate measurement devices.

+

Often the shape and size of dismantling parts is not ideal for close packing in waste canisters.
To optimfse this indispensable tools are pneumatic devices for cutting, flattening off and
sawing

t

Further separation of steei, aiuminium and non-metals. As mentioned, the degree of activation
depends very much upon the type of materials used. Due to contamination or functionai
additions steei components become more activated for a longer period of time than aiuminium
components. Since the waste treatment unit will be built for historic waste the initially activated
aiuminium will have decayed substantially to be separated from the high-level waste.
Recognition of aiuminium will be "on site". Therefore well trained hot cell operators wili be
necessary (this of course is applicable to all the handling to be petformed in the Waste
Treatment Facility).

t

in time the Waste Treatment Facility will have to be made suitable for the treatment of PVCcontaining waste. A complication is that no concept for PVC-treatment is available yet.
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Figure l A flow chart showing the optimisation of the historicai waste currently stored at the NRG
Waste Storage Facility.
demand is to avoid that a waste canister cannot be emptied anymore and blocks the use of the
Waste Treatment Facility or the transport container.
Also shown in Figure 1 are alternatives for transport of waste to the HABOG-facility. The three
aiternatives considered are:
A

Ony na , r uas lrllenoeo 10 .se tne same pc of w s t c dr4ms. 8lhe t s gnliy moal eu ss
cLrrint.y In t.se for aasle sioragc n OLI WSF AS tnc a rllcoslons 01 lhese WSF-arms are
28 cm n a ameter aou 70 r m n nclunl, Ine Imnsoon conl.a~rat.or~L n an MTR-2 transrurl
container) and the storage configuration at HABOG in ~ u l l s& ' ~ n dcontainers were
considered to be economically not favourable.

B. In this alternative a maximised volume of the waste drums was taken as a starting point.
Maximisation was with reference to possible transport containers that could be handled at
HABOG without alteration of their existing concept and the maximum lining capabilities at
NRG-HCL. Two possible transport containers were identified: the MTR-2 and the Mosaik II
Behalter, both from GNS (Germany). Using the waste optimisation scheme shown in Figure
1 the mean activity content per canister was estimated to be approximately 1 0 ' ~Bq Co.
Based on this only the radiation shielding of a MTR-2 transport container was considered to
be sufficient to satisty the nuclear transport regulations.

C. This alternative was considered in case the "in house" treatment of the high-level waste
was not possibie and for the placement of the project in a wider perspective. Due to
additional transport costs involved this option is not feasible.

Figure 2 An impression of the Waste Treatment Facility. indicated are the different compartments in
the faciiity. Not shown is the maintenance box, which will be next to the transporf box.

Careful consideration of all the alternatives and the boundarv conditions mentioned earlier led to
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4.2 Preliminary design
Due to the imposed restrictions by ail of the above the design would have to thrive with available
space. in the concept shown in Fiaure 2 and further described below all these conditions have been met.
resulting in a compact and well-ordkred WasteTreatment Facility. As a result of the limited space the walls
will be made of 30 cm lead, which is equivalent to the 1,20 m of concrete used in the high-active cells at
NRG-HCL.
AS is anticipated the re-opening of old waste drums, some of which are more than 30 years old,
may produce a lot of radioactive dust. To restrict the spreading of radioactive materials through the entire
facility different boxes dedicated to specific tasks have been foreseen. Besides this, the pressure in the
treatment box will be lower than the surrounding boxes. As a result, a constant airflow will be towards the
box with the highest contamination level. Within each box a second polished steel box will be installed to
prevent activity from leaking out of the Waste Treatment Facility and to ensure an easy-to-clean surface.
AS already mentioned, in the Waste Treatment Facility a number of separate compartments or
boxes can be identified:
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Treatment box. in this box all of the functionality for the separation of intermediate-level and
hioh-level waste will be incoroorated.
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PVC box. This box remains empty until a procedure has been found to dispose of the tar-like
substance. In the lay out of the Waste Treatment Facility provisions have been made for the
iuture use of this box.
Transport box After the high-level solid waste has been separated in the treatment box, the
waste will be shifted to the transport box. In this box a waste canister is docked through a
syntacs-type system. The use of this system is entirely aiming for the prevention of external
contamination of the waste canister. Although underneath this box equipment wili be instalied
to erf form contamination tests and incidentallv decontamination orocedures, external
coniarn oal~onN l#ha\e 13 uc prwenled As a bacn-ip s)slsrn. !he r o l l oi me tranSp3rt o3x cl
V L eq.. ppeo n 111 a iuaang .n oan:ng lac ty lor WSF-~ILIIIS
Maintenance box Next to the transport box and not shown in figure 2 is the maintenance box.
The purpose of this box is to perform maintenance on the power manipulator. Unlike the other
boxes, the walls are of a transparent material suited with gloves. The radiation shielding to
gamma radiation will be much less. Also, a facility will be available to enter this box with a
pressure suit.
TO lift heavy matenal and to transport waste from one box to another a power manipulator will be
instaiied. Another task of this power manipulator is to empty the waste canister in case unforeseen reasons
make this necessary. As a general remark, the entire process from NRG-WSF to the HABOG-facility will
have to be reversible.
Aftcr a v.asle can jtcr i ~ a soeen t eo a in imgn-cw w s t e me s,niacs pori of the transpm box s
cuseo and !he negllt of Inn can stcr WI. oe delerm nea DLC 10 thc Scparallon process n the lrealnlcnt w x
the nuclide inventory wili have to be re-determined before the canister is sealed permanently. To do this a
new nuclide detection system will be built capable of measuring dose rates up to'l00 ~v.h.'.~etails of this
measuring device are not available yet. After the dose rate has been measured and has been compared
with the attenuation by shielding of the MTR-2 transport container either the canister is re-opened or
sealed. The re-opening of the canister can probably be prevented by a careful selection of the WSF-drums
taken out of the WSF. it is still ooen to discussion whether or not the canister will be evacuated and filled
,.In an n e r gas A1tc.r me can sier s pimeu nstoe me MTR-2 conlaner an" the l ~ . conta
t
nmeni s n e d a
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Provided that approximately 1123 waste drums (non-PVC containing waste) will have to be
Drocessed in 3 vears. it can be calculated.. assumina an availabilitv of he Waste Treatment Unit of 70%. that
' r c :nrodgnpdl .\ na\e :o oc 1 5 urbms per da) Bascd or1 cxpor,uoce ga nen n !he past I n s S on
poss oic 11 1.10 persons are ava m e on a day-to-day hasls Tnls worn scncnlc .iI resL I ,n a f lleo ivasle
canister every 30 working days
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5. Next Step
In this paper a description is given of the considerations taken into account for the preliminary
design of the Waste Treatment Facility. As is already indicated in Table 1. this facility has to become
Operational by mid-2003. Before this facility can be commissioned, a final design will have to be drawn up.
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a risk evaluation on the entire Drocess will have to be Derformed and last but not least it will have to be built.
Until now we are on schedule: this is only possible thinks to the infinite dedication of the teams of NRG IS
and ECN TSC involved.

